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Abstract
We study the topological entropy of a particular class of dynamical systems: cellular automata.
The topological entropy of a dynamical system (X; F) is a measure of the complexity of the
dynamics of F over the space X . The problem of computing (or even approximating) the
topological entropy of a given cellular automata is algorithmically undecidable (Ergodic Theory
Dynamical Systems 12 (1992) 255). In this paper, we show how to compute the entropy of two
important classes of cellular automata namely, linear and positively expansive cellular automata.
In particular, we prove a closed formula for the topological entropy of D-dimensional (D¿ 1)
linear cellular automata over the ring Zm (m¿ 2) and we provide an algorithm for computing
the topological entropy of positively expansive cellular automata. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V.
All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Cellular automata (CA) are dynamical systems consisting of a regular lattice of
variables which can take a =nite number of discrete values. The global state of the
CA, speci=ed by the values of all the variables at a given time, evolves according to
a global transition map F based on a local rule f which acts on the value of each
single cell in synchronous discrete time steps.
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A CA can be viewed as a discrete time dynamical system (X; F) where F :X→X is
the CA global transition map de=ned over the con=guration space X . The dynamical
behavior of CA can be analyzed—as that of any other dynamical system—in diDerent
frameworks. For example, in [2] the authors study measure theoretic properties of
CA, while in [3,11,12] the authors investigate the topological behavior of CA. The
classical problem in CA theory is the following: given a description of the local rule
f, determine whether the global transition map F associated to f satis=es a certain
property. In the case of general CA, this problem is algorithmically unsolvable for a
number of important properties, e.g., surjectivity and injectivity are undecidable in any
dimension greater than one [8], nilpotency is undecidable also for 1-dimensional CA
[7], topological entropy of 1-dimensional CA is not even approximable [5]. Finally, it
is a common belief that also dynamical properties such as sensitivity, equicontinuity,
transitivity, and ergodicity are undecidable even if, to our knowledge, no formal proof
of this fact has been produced so far. On the other hand, if we restrict to particular
subclasses of CA, many of the above properties become decidable (often in polynomial
time). For example, injectivity and surjectivity are decidable for 1-dimensional CA [1]
and all the above mentioned dynamical properties are decidable for D-dimensional
linear CA over Zm [3,6,10,11,12].
In this paper, we focus our attention on topological entropy which is one of the
most studied properties of dynamical systems [13,14,18]. Informally, the topological
entropy measures the uncertainty of the forward evolution of any dynamical system in
the presence of incomplete description of initial con=gurations. Since CA are determin-
istic dynamical systems, given a complete description of any con=guration x∈X we
may determine exactly its forward trajectory T={x; F(x); F2(x); : : :} according to F .
Topological entropy gives a quantitative estimation of the uncertainty we introduce in
T assuming we do not have a complete description of x.
The topological entropy of general CA cannot be algorithmically computed [5]. Nev-
ertheless it is important to investigate for which classes of CA topological entropy can
be computed and how to accomplish this task. The main contribution of this paper is
the solution to the two following open problems addressed in [5] and [2], respectively.
Problem 1. In [5] the authors prove the undecidability of topological entropy and con-
clude that “: : : the undecidability question remains open if one restricts to a subclass
of cellular automata such as linear rules : : :”. In Theorems 2 and 3, we prove a closed
formula for the topological entropy of D-dimensional linear CA over Zm (in terms of
the coeLcients of the local rule associated to the CA) for D=1 and for D¿2, respec-
tively. Note that Theorem 3 is a re=nement of a recent result by Morris and Ward [14]
which states that the entropy of a linear D-dimensional CA with D¿2, is either zero
or in=nity.
Problem 2. In [2] the authors review topological and metric properties of CA and
prove that “: : : the topological entropies of positively expansive cellular automata are
log-integers : : :” leaving open the problem of computing the entropy for that class
of CA. In Theorems 5 and 6, we show how to eLciently compute the entropy of
positively expansive CA.
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We also give a closed formula for the Lyapunov exponents of 1-dimensional linear
CA over Zm (Theorem 1). This result, together with the solution of Problem 1, partially
answers a question arising at page in [17, p. 9] where the authors ask for classes of CA
for which the topological entropy is equal to the sum of the left and the right Lyapunov
exponents multiplied by the entropy of the shift CA. It turns out (Corollary 4) that,
as far as linear CA are concerned, topological entropy satis=es the above-mentioned
property if and only if the local rule associated to the CA is leftmost and rightmost
permutive (the notion of permutivity was =rst introduced by Hedlund in [4]).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give basic de=nitions
and notations. In Section 3, we state our results and we give detailed proofs in Section
3. Section 5 contains some concluding remarks.
2. Basic denitions
In this section, we review some basic de=nitions and state some known results
concerning CA.
2.1. Cellular automata
For m¿2, let Zm={0; 1; : : : ; m− 1}. We consider the space of con9gurations
CDm = {c | c : ZD → Zm}
which consists of all functions from ZD into Zm. Each element of CDm can be visu-
alized as an in=nite D-dimensional lattice in which each cell contains an element of
Zm. Let s¿1. A neighborhood frame of size s is an ordered set of distinct vectors
u˜1; u˜2; : : : ; u˜s∈ZD. Given f :Zsm→Zm, a D-dimensional CA based on the local rule f
is the pair (CDm ; F), where F :C
D
m →CDm , is the global transition map de=ned as follows.
[F(c)](˜v) = f(c(˜v+ u˜1); : : : ; c(˜v+ u˜s)); where c ∈ CDm; v˜ ∈ ZD: (1)
In other words, the content of cell v˜ in the con=guration F(c) is a function of the
content of cells v˜+ u˜1; : : : ; v˜+ u˜s in the con=guration c. Note that the local rule f and
the neighborhood frame completely determine F .
For 1-dimensional CA we use a simpli=ed notation. A local rule f :Z2r+1m →Zm
of radius r is denoted by f(x−r ; : : : ; x−1; x0; x1; : : : ; xr). The associated global map
F :C1m→C1m is de=ned by
[F(c)](i) = f(x−r+i ; : : : ; xr+i); where c ∈ C1m; i ∈ Z:
We assume that f explicitly depends on at least one of the two variables x−r and xr .
We say that f is permutive in the variable xi; −r6i6r; if and only if, no matter which
values are given to the other 2r variables, the modi=cation of the value of xi causes
the modi=cation of the output produced by f (for a formal de=nition of permutivity
see De=nition 6 of [4]).
Throughout the paper, F(c) will denote the result of the application of the map F
to the con=guration c, and c(˜v) will denote the value assumed by c in v˜. For n¿0,
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we recursively de=ne Fn(c) by Fn(c)=F(Fn−1(c)), where F0(c)=c. Let (CDm ; F) be
a CA based on the local rule f. We denote by f(n) the local rule associated to Fn.
2.2. Linear CA over Zm
In the special case of linear CA the set Zm is endowed with the usual sum and
product operations that make it a commutative ring. In what follows we denote by [x]m
the integer x taken modulo m. Linear CA have a local rule of the form f(x1; : : : ; xs)=
[
∑s
i=1 ixi]m with 1; : : : ; s∈Zm. Hence, for a linear D-dimensional CA (1) becomes
[F(c)](˜v) =
[
s∑
i=1
ic(˜v+ u˜i)
]
m
; where c ∈ CDm; v˜ ∈ ZD: (2)
For linear 1-dimensional CA the local rule f can be written as f(x−r ; : : : ; xr)=
[
∑r
i=−r aixi]m where at least one between a−r and ar is nonzero. In this case (1)
becomes
[F(c)](i) =
[
r∑
j=−r
ajc(i + j)
]
m
; where c ∈ C1m; i ∈ Z:
Note that f is permutive in the jth variable iD gcd(aj; m)=1.
In the following we will make use also of the formal power series (fps) repre-
sentation of the con=guration space CDm (see [6, Section 3] for details). For example,
for D=1, to each con=guration c∈C1m we associate the fps Pc(X )=
∑
i∈Z c(i)X
i: The
advantage of this representation is that the computation of a linear map is equiva-
lent to power series multiplication. Let F :C1m→C1m be a linear map with local rule
f(x−r ; : : : ; xr)=[
∑r
i=−r aixi]m. We associate to F the =nite fps Af(X )=
∑r
i=−r aiX
−i.
Then, for any c∈C1m we have
PF(c)(X ) ≡ Pc(X )Af(X ) (modm): (3)
Note that each coeLcient of PF(c)(X ) is well de=ned since Af(X ) has only =nitely
many non-zero coeLcients. Note also that the =nite fps associated to Fn is Anf (X ). In
the D-dimensional case to each con=guration c∈CDm we associate the formal power
series
Pc(X1; : : : ; XD) =
∑
i1 ;:::;iD∈Z
c(i1; : : : ; iD)X
i1
1 · · ·X iDD :
The computation of a linear map F over CDm is equivalent to the multiplication by a
=nite fps A(X1; : : : ; XD) which is de=ned in terms the local rule f and the neighborhood
frame u˜1; : : : ; u˜s. The =nite fps associated to the map F de=ned by (2) is
A(X1; : : : ; XD) =
s∑
i=1
iX
−u˜i(1)
1 · · ·X−u˜i(D)D ;
where u˜i(j) denotes the jth component of vector u˜i.
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Fig. 1. R(w; t) is the number of distinct rectangles (distinct “snapshots” of the cells inside the thick lines)
we obtain by iterating F on all diDerent con=gurations x.
2.3. Topological entropy of CA
The topological properties of CA are usually de=ned with respect to the metric
topology induced by the Tychono< distance over the con=guration space CDm (see for
example [2]). With this topology CDm is a Cantor set i.e. a compact, perfect and totally
disconnected set, and every CA is a (uniformly) continuous map. The de=nition of
topological entropy H of a continuous map F :X→X over a compact space X can be
found for example in [2]. The value H(X; F) is generally accepted as a measure of the
complexity of the dynamics of F over X . In [5] it is shown that for 1-dimensional CA
the general de=nition of topological entropy translates to the following simpler form.
Let R(w; t) denote the number of distinct rectangles of width w and height t occurring
in a space-time evolution diagram of (C1m; F) (see Fig. 1). Let r denote the radius of
the local rule f associated to F , it is easy to see that
mw 6 R(w; t)6 mw+2r(t−1):
Given w and t, R(w; t) can be determined by computing the evolution of all blocks of
length w + 2r(t − 1). The topological entropy of F is given by
H(C1m; F) = limw→∞
(
lim
t→∞
log R(w; t)
t
)
: (4)
From (4) it follows that the entropy of a 1-dimensional CA over C1m satis=es H(F)6
2r logm.
Example 1. An important 1-dimensional CA is the right shift map (C1m; ) de=ned by
[(c)](i)=c(i−1): The global map  corresponds to the local rule f(x−1; x0; x1)=x−1.
Given w; t¿0 we have R(w; t)=mw+t−1, hence, H(C1m; )= logm.
For D-dimensional CA, we can still compute H using (4) provided R(w; t) is
replaced by R(w(D); t) which denotes the number of distinct (D + 1)-dimensional
hyperrectangles obtained as space-time evolution diagrams of (CDm ; F). Now, w has
to be interpreted as the side-length of a D-dimensional region of the lattice.
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2.4. Lyapunov exponents for CA
We recall the de=nition of Lyapunov exponents for the special case of 1-dimensional
CA given in [17]. There, the authors introduce quantities analogous to Lyapunov ex-
ponents of smooth dynamical systems with the aim of describing the local instability
of orbits in CA. For every x∈C1m and s¿0 we set
W+s (x) = {y ∈ C1m: y(i) = x(i) for all i ¿ s};
W−s (x) = {y ∈ C1m: y(i) = x(i) for all i 6 −s}:
We have that W+i (x)⊂W+i+1(x) and W−i (x)⊂W−i+1(x): For every n¿0 we de=ne
˜
+
n (x) = min{s¿ 0: Fn(W+0 (x)) ⊂ W+s (Fn(x))};
˜
−
n (x) = min{s¿ 0: Fn(W−0 (x)) ⊂ W−s (Fn(x))}:
The above de=nitions may appear a little confusing, but the values ˜+n (x) and ˜
−
n (x)
have a simple intuitive meaning. W+0 (x) is the set of con=gurations which agree with
x in all cells with index i¿0. By comparing Fn(x) with Fn(W+0 (x)) the value ˜
+
n (x)
measures how far diDerences in cells with index i¡0 can “propagate” to the right-hand
side (that is, towards the cells with positive index) in n iterations of F . Similarly, ˜−n (x)
measures how far diDerences in cells with index i¿0 can “propagate” to the left-hand
side in n iterations of F . For example, for the right shift map  de=ned in Example 1,
we have ˜+n (x)=n and ˜
−
n (x)=0 for all x∈C1m.
We also introduce the following shift invariant quantities:
−n (x) = max
j∈Z
˜
−
n (
j(x)); +n (x) = max
j∈Z
˜
+
n (
j(x)); (5)
where  denotes the right shift map. Intuitively, the value ˜+n (
j(x)) (resp. ˜−n (
j(x)))
measures how far diDerences in cells with index i¡j (resp. i¿j) can “propagate” to
the right (resp. left) in n iterations of F . Finally, the values +(x) and −(x) de=ned
by
+(x) = lim
n→∞
1
n
+n (x); 
−(x) = lim
n→∞
1
n
−n (x) (6)
are called, respectively, the right and left Lyapunov exponents of the CA F for the
con=guration x. If F is linear it is easy to see that +(x) and −(x) do not depend
on x, i.e., there exist two constants + and − such that for every x∈C1m, −(x)=−
and +(x)=+. The following result is a simple corollary of Theorem 2 of [17, p. 5].
For any CA F we have
H(C1m; F)6H(C
1
m; )(
+ + −); (7)
where H(C1m; )= logm is the entropy of the shift map (see Example 1).
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2.5. Dynamical properties of CA
For any discrete time dynamical system de=ned on a metric space, it is possible to
de=ne important properties which provide useful information on the long term behavior
of the system. We now recall the de=nition of some of these properties for a generic
system (X; F), where F :X→X . Here, we assume that X is equipped with a distance
d and that the map F is continuous on X according to the metric topology induced by
d (for CA, the TychonoD distance satis=es this property). We denote by B(x; !) the
(open) set {y∈X : d(x; y)¡!}.
Denition 1 (Positive expansivity). A discrete time dynamical system (X; F) is pos-
itively expansive if and only if there exists "¿0 such that for every x; y∈X; x 
=y
there exists n¿0 such that d(Fn(x); Fn(y))¿". The value " is called the expansivity
constant.
Intuitively, a map is positively expansive if every pair of enough close points even-
tually separate by at least " under iteration of F . If a map is positively expansive,
then, for all practical purposes, the dynamics of the map de=es numerical approxima-
tion. Small errors in computation which are introduced by round-oD become magni=ed
upon iteration.
Denition 2 (Sensitivity). A discrete time dynamical system (X; F) is sensitive to ini-
tial conditions if and only if there exists "¿0 such that for any x∈X and for any
!¿0; there exist y∈B(x; !) and n¿0, such that d(Fn(x); Fn(y))¿": The value " is
called the sensitivity constant.
Intuitively, a map is sensitive to initial conditions, or simply sensitive, if there ex-
ist points arbitrarily close to x which eventually separate from x by at least " un-
der iteration of F . Note that not all points near x need eventually separate from
x under iteration, but there must be at least one such point in every neighborhood
of x.
Denition 3 (Equicontinuity at x). A discrete time dynamical system (X; F) is
equicontinuous at x∈X if and only if for any "¿0 there exists !¿0 such that for
any y∈B(x; !) and n¿0 we have d(Fn(x); Fn(y))¡".
Denition 4 (Equicontinuity). A discrete time dynamical system (X; F) is equicontin-
uous if and only if it is equicontinuous at every x∈X .
The notions of sensitivity and equicontinuity are related. In fact, by comparing the
de=nitions one can easily see that
F is not sensitive ⇔ ∃x: F is equicontinuous at x: (8)
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For linear CA we have that (CDm ; F) is equicontinuous if and only if it is equicon-
tinuous in a single point x∈CDm . Hence, (8) becomes
(CDm; F) is not sensitive ⇔ (CDm; F) is equicontinuous: (9)
Sensitive linear CA, hence, in view of (9) equicontinuous CA, are completely charac-
terized by the following theorem (see [12, Theorem 6]).
Theorem 5. Let F denote the global transition map of a linear D-dimensional CA
over Zm de9ned by
[F(c)](˜v) =
[
s∑
i=1
ic(˜v+ u˜i)
]
m
:
Assume u˜1=0˜, that is, 1 is the coe>cient associated to the null displacement. Then
F is sensitive if and only if there exists a prime p such that
p |m and p - gcd(2; 3; : : : ; s):
In other words, F is sensitive unless every prime which divides m divides also all the
coe>cients i’s corresponding to nonzero neighborhood vectors.
3. Statement of new results
In this section we state our main results. In particular, Section 3.1 contains results
concerning linear CA, while Section 3.2 contains results about positively expansive
CA.
3.1. Entropy of linear CA
Our =rst result provides a closed formula for the Lyapunov exponents of 1-dimen-
sional linear CA.
Theorem 1. Let (C1m; F) be a 1-dimensional CA over Zm with local rule f(x−r ; : : :
xr)=[
∑r
i=−r aixi]m, and let m=p
k1
1 · · ·pkhh be the prime factor decomposition of m.
For i=1; : : : ; h de9ne
Pi = {0} ∪ {j: gcd (aj; pi) = 1}; Li = min Pi; Ri = max Pi:
Then, the right and left Lyapunov exponents of (C1m; F) are
+ = − min
16i6h
{Li} and − = max
16i6h
{Ri}:
In the next theorem we give a closed formula for the entropy of 1-dimensional
linear CA which can be eLciently computed in terms of the coeLcients of the
local rule.
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Theorem 2. Let (C1m; F) be a 1-dimensional CA over Zm with local rule f(x−r ; : : :
xr)=[
∑r
i=−r aixi]m, and let m=p
k1
1 · · ·pkhh denote the prime factor decomposition of
m. Let Li and Ri be de9ned as in Theorem 3.1. Then
H(C1m; F) =
h∑
i=1
ki(Ri − Li) log(pi): (10)
In the next example we use the above theorems to compute the entropy and the
Lyapunov exponents of a 1-dimensional linear CA.
Example 2. For m=1620=22345, consider the linear local rule
f(x−2; : : : ; x4) = [(10x−2 + 15x−1 + 9x0 + 18x1 + 22x2 + 4x3 + 30x4)]22345;
and let (C11620; F) be the 1-dimensional linear CA associated with f. From Theorem 2
we have
L1 = −1; L2 = −2; L3 = 0; R1 = 0; R2 = 3; R3 = 3;
and then H(C11620; F)=2 + 20 log 3 + 4 log 5. In addition, according to Theorem 1 we
have +=2 and −=3.
In [14], the authors prove that for D-dimensional linear CA with D¿2 the topological
entropy must be 0 or in=nity. In the next theorem, using the classi=cation given in
[12], we prove that it is possible to easily check if a D-dimensional linear CA has
zero or in=nite entropy.
Theorem 3. Let (CDm ; F) be a D-dimensional linear CA over Zm with D¿2. Then,
either F is sensitive to initial conditions and H(CDm ; F)=∞, or F is equicontinuous
and H(CDm ; F)=0.
3.2. Entropy of positively expansive CA
Since positively expansive CA do not exist in any dimension greater than 1 (see
[18]), in this section we deal only with 1-dimensional CA. However, in our proofs we
only use the fact that each positively expansive CA is a surjective open map (see [9])
and is topologically conjugated to a one-sided full shift (see 1 Theorem 8.5 in [15]).
We now introduce some notation we need in order to state the result of this section.
To any CA F based on the local rule f (with radius r) we associate a directed labeled
graph GF=(V; E) called 9nite predecessor graph (fp-graph) de=ned as follows. The
vertex set V ={s | s∈Z2rm } is the set of all strings of length 2r from the alphabet Zm.
The edge set E consists of all ordered pairs (s1; s2)∈V ×V such that s1(i + 1)=s2(i),
for i=1; : : : ; 2r − 1. The label a associated to (s1; s2) is a=f(s1(1); : : : ; s1(2r); s2(2r)).
As usual, we write (s1
a→ s2) to denote such edge.
1 Since [15] is a rather hard to =nd reference, the reader may obtain an alternative proof of this statement
by combining Theorem 3.12 of [16] and Theorem 10 of [9].
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Example 3. Let f : {0; 1}3→{0; 1} be the radius 1 local rule de=ned by f(x−1; x0;
x1)=[(x−1 + x1)]2. Let F denote the global transition map associated to f. By Theo-
rem 7 in [12] F is expansive. The fp-graph GF=(V; E) has vertex set V ={00; 01; 10;
11}, and edge set
E = {(00 0→ 00); (00 1→ 01); (01 0→ 10); (01 1→ 11); (10 1→ 00); (10 0→ 01);
× (11 0→ 11); (11 1→ 10)}:
Let f denote the local rule of a one-dimensional CA of radius r. We know that f is
a map from Z2r+1m to Zm. For any ‘¿1 we de=ne the map f‘ :Z
2r+‘
m →Z‘m as follows.
Given +∈Z2r+‘m we obtain f‘(+)∈Z‘m applying f to the (2r+1)-tuples of + (there are
exactly ‘ of them). In other words, the ith component of f‘(+) is f(+i−r ; : : : ; +i; +i+r).
Denition 4. Let F be a CA with local rule f. If +∈Z2r+‘m , ,∈Z‘m and ,=f‘(+) we
say that + is a 9nite predecessor of , according to F .
There is a strict relation between the fp-graph GF and the concept of =nite predeces-
sor. Given any path s0
a1→ s1 a2→· · · a‘→ s‘ of GF we say that the sequence s=s0; : : : ; s‘ is
labeled by a1; : : : ; a‘. From the de=nition of GF we have that s0(1); : : : ; s0(2r); s1(2r);
: : : ; sl(2r) is a =nite predecessor of a1; : : : ; a‘ that is
f‘(s0(1); : : : ; s0(2r); s1(2r); : : : ; s‘(2r)) = a1; : : : ; a‘:
It is straightforward to prove that GF has the following property: the cardinality of the
set of =nite predecessors of any given sequence s of length ‘ is given by the number
of distinct paths in GF labeled by s.
Given a length-n string +∈(Zm)n we denote by P+ the 1-dimensional con=guration
consisting of the concatenation of in=nitely many copies of +. Formally, for any i∈Z,
P+(i)=+([i]n).
The next theorem shows that using the fp-graph of a positively expansive CA (C1m; F)
we can compute the number of predecessors of any c∈C1m, that is, the cardinality of
the set F−1(c).
Theorem 5. Let (C1m; F) be a positively expansive CA. Then F is a .-to-one map,
that is, every con9guration c∈C1m has exactly . predecessors. The value . is the sum
of the lengths of all distinct cycles of GF=(V; E) labeled by a 9nite sequence of 0’s.
Example 4. Consider the map F de=ned in Example 3. In the graph GF there are 3
cycles labeled by sequences of type 0k namely
00 0→ 00; 01 0→ 10 0→ 01; 11 0→ 11:
We conclude that the number of predecessors of the con=guration P0 is 1 + 2 + 1=4.
Indeed, they are P0, 10, 01, and P1. Since F is a .-to-one mapping every other con=g-
uration has the same number of predecessors.
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The following theorem, combined with Theorem 5, shows how to compute the topo-
logical entropy of any positively expansive CA.
Theorem 6. The entropy of any positively expansive CA (C1m; F) is equal to log .,
where . is the number of predecessors of any con9guration c∈C1m and is given by
Theorem 3.5.
4. Proof of the main theorems
This section contains the proofs of the results stated in Section 3.
4.1. Entropy of linear CA
Let (CDm ; F) be a linear CA, and let q be any factor of m. For any con=guration
c∈CDm , [c]q will denote the con=guration in CDq de=ned by
[c]q(˜v) = [c(˜v)]q = c(˜v)mod q for all v˜ ∈ ZD:
Similarly, [F]q will denote the map [F]q :CDq →CDq de=ned by [F]q(c)=[F(c)]q.
The following lemma shows that for any 1-dimensional linear CA (C1pk ; F) with p
prime which is not nilpotent there exists h¿1 such that Fh is permutive in both its
leftmost and rightmost variables (permutivity has been de=ned at the end of Section 2).
Lemma 1. Let (C1pk ; F) be a linear 1-dimensional CA over Zpk (p prime) with local
rule f(x1; : : : ; xs)=[
∑s
i=1 aixi]pk . Assume there exists al such that gcd(al; p)=1, and
let
Pˆ = {j: gcd(aj; p) = 1}; Lˆ = min Pˆ; Rˆ = max Pˆ:
Then, there exists h¿1 such that the local rule f(h) associated to Fh has the form
f(h)(x−hr ; : : : ; xhr) =
[
hRˆ∑
i=hLˆ
bixi
]
pk
with gcd(bhLˆ; p) = gcd(bhRˆ; p) = 1: (11)
Proof. We associate to the local rule f the formal power series A(X )=
∑r
i=−r aiX
−i
de=ned in Section 2.2. As we have already pointed out, the formal power series associ-
ated to f(n) is An(X ). Let A(X )=A1(X )+pA2(X ), where A1(X ) contains all monomials
whose coeLcients are coprime with p. One can easily prove by induction on i that
(A1(X ) + pA2(X ))p
i ≡ (A1(X ))pi (modpi+1):
We take h=pk−1 so that Ah(X )≡Ah1(X ) (modpk). It is easy to see that f(h) has form
(11) with bhLˆ=a
h
Lˆ
and bhRˆ=a
h
Rˆ
.
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Proof of Theorem 1. We prove the thesis only for the left Lyapunov exponent −
since the proof for + is analogous. We know that, since F is a linear map, Lyapunov
exponents are independent of the particular con=guration considered. Hence, in the rest
of the proof we can safely write − and −n instead of 
−(x) and −n (x).
We =rst consider the case m=pk with p prime. From Lemma 1 we know that
there exist h¿1 and Rˆ∈Z such that f(h) is permutive in the variable xhRˆ and does not
depend on any other variable xj with j¿hRˆ. Let −Fh denote the left Lyapunov exponent
of the map Fh. If Rˆ60 we have that f(h) does not depend on variables with positive
index. Hence, if two con=gurations diDer in cells with index i¿–ˆ such diDerences never
“propagate” left under iteration of F . We conclude that −Fh =0. Assume now that Rˆ¿0.
Let x and x′ be two con=gurations such that x(i)=x′(i) for every i¡–ˆ and x(–ˆ) 
=x′(–ˆ).
Since f(h) is rightmost permutive, we have [Fh(x)](i)=[Fh(x′)](i) for every i¡–ˆ−hRˆ
and x(–ˆ−hRˆ) 
=x′(–ˆ−hRˆ), i.e., the diDerence in cell –ˆ moves left of exactly hRˆ positions.
Hence −Fh =hRˆ. We now show that 
−
Fh =hRˆ implies 
−
F = Rˆ. From (6) we have
−F = limn→∞
1
n
−n = limn→∞
1
nh
−nh =
1
h
lim
n→∞
1
n
−nh =
1
h
−Fh :
Since R= max(0; Rˆ) then −F =R and the thesis follows.
Consider now the general case m=pq, where gcd(p; q)=1. By the Chinese Remain-
der Theorem we know that the ring Zm is isomorphic to the direct product Zp ⊗ Zq.
Hence, Fn can be expressed as a linear combination of [F]np and [F]
n
q as follows
Fn = +q[F]np + ,p[F]
n
q
where [+q]p=1 and [,p]q=1. This means that two con=gurations Fn(x) and Fn(y)
diDer in the ith cell if and only if the con=gurations [F]np([x]p) and [F]
n
p([y]p) or
the con=gurations [F]nq([x]q) and [F]
n
q([y]q) (or both) diDer in the ith cell. Hence,
diDerences in cells with index i¿–ˆ can propagate left to the farthest cell reachable by
either [F]p or [F]q. Hence, −F = max(
−
[F]p ; 
−
[F]q). The thesis of the theorem follows
by a simple inductive argument on the number of primes in the factorization of the
modulus m.
We now prove two lemmas which enable us to compute the entropy of linear CA.
Lemma 2. Let F be a linear D-dimensional CA over CDm with m=pq and gcd(p; q)
=1. Then
H(CDpq; F) =H(C
D
p ; [F]p) +H(C
D
q ; [F]q):
Proof. Since gcd(p; q)=1, the ring Zm is isomorphic to the direct product Zp⊗Zq. To
prove the lemma we consider the characterization of the entropy given by (4). To each
(hyper)rectangle R with elements in Zm we can associate the pair of (hyper)rectangles
Rp; Rq obtained by taking the content of each cell modulo p and modulo q. Since
ZmZp ⊗ Zq this is a bijective correspondence. In addition, R is generated through
F by x∈CDm , if and only if Rp (resp. Rq) is generated through [F]p (resp. [F]q) by
[x]p∈CDq (resp. [x]q∈CDq ). Hence, the number of (hyper)rectangles “realizable” by F
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is equal to the product of the number of (hyper)rectangles “realizable” by [F]p and
[F]q and the lemma follows.
In view of the previous lemma, to compute the entropy of linear CA we can restrict
our attention to linear CA de=ned over Zpk with p prime.
Lemma 3. Let f(x−r ; : : : ; xr)=[
∑r
i=−r aixi]pk be any linear local rule de9ned over
Zpk with p prime. Let F be the 1-dimensional global transition map associated to f.
Let
P = {0} ∪ {j: gcd(aj; p) = 1}; L = min P; and R = max P:
Then
H(C1pk ; F) = k(R− L) log(p):
Proof. From (7) and Theorem 1 we have
H(C1pk ; F)6 k(R− L) log(p): (12)
Let f(n) be the local rule associated to (C1pk ; F
n). In general, f(n) has radius rn, i.e.,
it depends on at most 2rn + 1 variables. From Lemma 1 we have that there exist
h¿1 and Lˆ; Rˆ∈Z such that Fh is permutive in the variables xhLˆ and xhRˆ. In addition,
Fh does not depend on variables xj with j¡hLˆ or j¿hRˆ. In other words, Fh is both
leftmost and rightmost permutive. As a consequence H(C1pk ; F
h) can be given as a
function of Lˆ and Rˆ as follows. If Rˆ¿Lˆ¿0 then H(C1pk ; F
h)=hkRˆ log(p), if Lˆ6Rˆ60
then H(C1pk ; F
h)=−hkLˆ log(p), and if both Lˆ¡0 and Rˆ¿0 then H(C1pk ; Fh)=hk(Rˆ−
Lˆ) log(p). The proof of these formulas is not diLcult to obtain. Note that topological
entropy of leftmost and rightmost permutive CA remains easy to compute also in the
non-linear case. Since
L = min(Lˆ; 0) and R = max(Rˆ; 0); (13)
we conclude that
H(C1pk ; F
h) = hk(R− L) log(p): (14)
From the de=nition of topological entropy we have
H(C1m; F) = limw→∞
(
lim
t→∞
log R(w; t)
t
)
= lim
w→∞
(
lim
t→∞
log R(w; nt)
nt
)
¿
1
n
H(C1m; F
n): (15)
From (14) and (15) we have
H(C1pk ; F)¿
H(C1pk ; F
h)
h
= k(R− L) log(p): (16)
Combining (12) and (16) we obtain the thesis.
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Proof of Theorem 2. The proof easily follows from Lemma 3 and Corollary 4.2.
Next result, which is a straightforward corollary of Theorems 1 and 2, characterizes
the class of linear 1-dimensional CA (C1m; F) for whichH(C
1
m; F)=H(C
1
m; )(
++−)
where  is the shift map de=ned in Example 1.
Corollary 4. Let F be a 1-dimensional linear CA over Zm based on the local rule f.
Then H(C1m; F)=H(C
1
m; )(
+ + −) if and only if f is both leftmost and rightmost
permutive.
In order to compute the topological entropy for D¿2 we need a technical lemma
which is the generalization of Lemma 1 to the case D¿2. Note that for D¿2 we do
not have the concept of leftmost or rightmost permutivity, hence, we use a slightly
diDerent formulation. The common point between the two lemmas is that there exists
h¿1 such that the coeLcients of the local rule f which are multiple of p do not
aDect Fh.
Lemma 5. Let (CDpk ; F) be a linear CA over Zpk (p prime) with local rule f(x1; : : : ;
xs)=[
∑s
i=1 ixi]pk , and neighborhood vectors u˜1; : : : ; u˜s. De9ne
I = {i | gcd(i; p) = 1}; fˆ =
[∑
i∈I
ixi
]
pk
;
and let Fˆ the global map associated to fˆ. Then, there exists h¿1 such that Fh≡ Fˆh,
that is, Fh(c)= Fˆh(c) for any con9guration c∈CDpk .
Proof. To the local map f we associate the formal power series
A(X1; : : : ; XD) =
s∑
i=1
iX
−u˜i(1)
1 · · ·X−u˜i(D)D ;
where u˜i(j) denotes the jth component of vector u˜i. We know that the formal power
series associated to f(h) is (A(X1; : : : ; XD))h. The proof is obtained by taking h=pk−1
and reasoning as in Lemma 1.
Proof of Theorem 3. We know (see [12]) that a linear CA is either sensitive or equicon-
tinuous. Since the entropy of any equicontinuous CA is zero (see for example [2]) we
need only to prove that the entropy of a linear sensitive CA (CDm ; F), D¿2, is un-
bounded. Let u˜1; : : : ; u˜s, 1; : : : ; s denote the neighborhood vectors and the correspond-
ing coeLcients of the map F (cf. (2)). By Theorem 5, we know that F is sensitive if
and only if there exists a prime factor p of m such p-i with u˜i 
=0˜. Let k denote the
power of p in the factorization of m. We now show that H(CDpk ; [F]pk )=∞; which,
by Lemma 2, proves the theorem. By Theorem 5, we get that (CDpk ; [F]pk ) is itself a
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sensitive CA. Hence, it suLces to show that every D-dimensional (D¿2) sensitive CA
over Zpk has unbounded entropy. For simplicity, we consider only the case D=2. For
D¿2 we only need to manage a more complex notation without introducing any new
idea.
Let (C2pk ; F) denote a sensitive CA. We construct a set of 2-dimensional con=gu-
rations whose evolutions according to F diDerentiate inside a space-temporal region
of size w×w× t which is the 2-dimensional version of the region depicted in Fig. 1.
Then we prove that the cardinality of this set of con=gurations grows with w and t
at a rate that makes the entropy unbounded. We proceed as follows. Let u˜1; : : : ; u˜s,
1; : : : ; s denote the neighborhood vectors and the corresponding coeLcients of the
map F . Let h be de=ned as in Lemma 5. Let f(n) be the local rule associated to
(C2pk ; F
n). Let u˜(F) and (F) be a neighborhood vector of F of maximum norm and
the corresponding coeLcient, respectively. From the sensitivity of (C2pk ; F) and from
Lemma 5 we conclude that gcd((Fh); p)=1. Assume, without loss of generality, that
3= u˜(Fh)(1)¿u˜(Fh)(2)¿0.
We now show that given any set {zij∈Zpk : i∈N; j∈Z} of elements of Zpk we can
=nd a sequence {xi∈C2pk : i∈N} of con=gurations such that
Fh(xi) = xi+1 and xi(0; j) = zij ∀j ∈ Z: (17)
In order to construct the above sequence we take advantage of the fact that the map Fh
satis=es the property stated in Lemma 5 which is the extension of permutivity (de=ned
for 1-dimensional CA) to the 2-dimensional case. We only give the basic steps of the
construction procedure without going through the details.
We proceed as follows. Let c1∈C2pk be any con=guration such that c1(0; j)=z1j.
We are not sure that [Fh(c1)](0; j)=z2j for every j∈Z. Since gcd((Fh); pk)=1 and
u˜(Fh)(1)¿u˜(Fh)(2) we may =nd a con=guration c′1—obtained modifying c1 at posi-
tions (3h; j) with j∈Z—for which [Fh(c′1)](0; j)=z2j for every j∈Z. Set c2=Fh(c′1).
Again, we may =nd a con=guration c′′1—obtained modifying c
′
1 at positions (23h; j)
with j∈Z—for which [Fh(c′′1 )](0; j)=z1j and [F2h(c′′1 )](0; j)=z2j for every j∈Z. Set
c′2=F
h(c′′1 ) and c3=F
2h(c′′1 ).
By iterating the above described procedure we construct sequences of con=gura-
tions of type Si=ci; c′i ; ci;
′′ ; : : :, i¿1. For every i¿1 let li∈C2pk be the limit of Si
which exists since C2pk is a compact space. A simple but tedious calculation shows that
{li∈C2pk : i∈N} satis=es (17).
We now show how to link the above constructed sequences (one for each set zij) of
con=gurations to the computation of topological entropy. Let Square(w; x)∈Zw×wpk be
the content of x at positions (i; j) with −w¡i60 and 06j¡w. We have that R(w(2); t)
is equal to the number of distinct sequences 〈Square(w; x);Square(w; F(x));Square(w;
F2(x)); : : :〉 which can be obtained by varying x∈C2pk . It is not diLcult to see that
in view of (17) we can assign to the entries (0; j); 06j¡w of Square(w; Fi(x))
arbitrarily chosen elements of Zpk and still =nd a con=guration x which realizes the
sequence 〈Square(w; x);Square(w; F(x));Square(w; F2(x)); : : :〉. Summarizing, we have
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Pys = · · ·ysysys
lt︷ ︸︸ ︷
ys · · ·ys ysysys · · ·
⇓
yˆs = · · ·ysysys yt · · ·yt︸ ︷︷ ︸
ls
ysysys · · ·
Fig. 2. Construction of yˆs given Pys.
that R(w(2); ht)¿pkwt and then
H(C2pk ; F) = limw→∞ limt→∞
log R(w(2); t)
t
= lim
w→∞ limt→∞
log R(w(2); ht)
ht
¿ lim
w→∞ limt→∞
log(pkwt)
ht
= lim
w→∞
kw
h
=∞:
4.2. Positively expansive CA
We now prove Theorems 5 and 6 whose combination makes it possible to compute
the topological entropy of positively expansive CA.
Proof of Theorem 5. Hedlund proved in [4] that open CA are .-to-one mappings, i.e.,
the cardinality of the set of predecessors of any con=guration is .. Since positively
expansive CA are open, we conclude that they are also .-to-one mappings. Let a∈Zm.
Since every con=guration has the same number of predecessors, in order to evaluate
the constant . for the map F it suLces to determine the number of predecessors
of the con=guration Pa∈C1m, that is, the con=guration such that Pa(i)=a for all i∈Z.
Since F is positively expansive it is surjective. We know that every predecessor of a
spatially periodic con=guration (c∈C1m is spatially periodic iD there exists n∈N such
that n(c)=c) according to a surjective CA is spatially periodic (see [3]). Thus, in
order to count the number of predecessors of Pa it suLces to restrict our attention to
spatially periodic con=gurations.
In what follows we prove that the number of spatially periodic predecessors of Pa
is given by the sum of the lengths of all distinct cycles of the fp-graph GF=(V; E)
(de=ned in Section 3.2) labeled by sequences of type an with n¿1. For any cycle
s = s1
a→ s2 a→ · · · a→ sn a→ s1 (18)
in the fp-graph GF we de=ne
ys = s1(1); s2(1); s3(1); : : : ; sn(1); (19)
where si(j) denotes the jth character of the node si∈V . Consider now the con=guration
Pys, that is, the con=guration such that Pys(i)=s(imod n)(1). By construction we have that
any sequence of 2r consecutive symbols in Pys is equal to a node in the cycle s. That
is, Pys(1) · · · Pys(2r) is equal to s1, Pys(2) · · · Pys(2r + 1) is equal to s2, and in general
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Pys(i) · · · Pys(2r + i− 1) is equal to s(imod n)(1). Since each edge (si; si+1) is labeled with
a we get that F( Pys)= Pa. In addition, the following properties hold.
(i) Every spatially periodic con=guration Py determines a cycle in the fp-graph GF .
Moreover, if F( Py)= Pa all edges in the cycle are labeled by a. Thus, any prede-
cessor of Pa corresponds to one of such cycles in the fp-graph.
(ii) All cycles with edges labeled with a are disjoint, i.e., they do not have common
nodes (note that this implies that such cycles are also simple, i.e., all nodes in
the cycle are distinct). Assume by contradiction that there exist two cycles s and
t of length ls and lt which share (without loss of generality) their =rst node.
Let yˆs denote the con=guration obtained from Pys replacing lt copies of ys with
ls copies of yt (see Figure 2). We have that both yˆs and Pys are predecessors of
Pa according to F . However yˆs and Pys diDer in a =nite number of positions which
is impossible by Theorem 9.3 in [4].
(iii) Every cycle of length n determines exactly n distinct predecessors of Pa. To see
this, consider again the cycle s given by (18) and, for i=1; : : : ; n, de=ne
ys;i = si(1)si+1(1) · · · si−1(1):
Clearly F( Pys; i)= Pa. We need to prove that the Pys; i are distinct. It is easy to see
that ys; i(1) · · ·ys; i(2r) is equal to si. Since the nodes si are distinct the same is
true for the n con=gurations Pys; i.
The theorem is proven combining properties (i)–(iii).
To prove Theorem 6 we need to recall the concept of topological conjugation. We
say that two dynamical systems (X; F) and (X ′; F ′) are topologically conjugated if
there exists a bijective function 6 :X→X ′ such that 6(F(x))=F ′(6(x)) and both 6
and 6−1 are continuous (that is, 6 is a homeomorphism between X and X ′). If (X; F)
and (X ′; F ′) are topologically conjugated then H(X; F)=H(X ′; F ′).
Proof of Theorem 6. Since F is positively expansive then it is topologically conju-
gated to a suitable de=ned one-sided full shift  de=ned over the alphabet B (see
Theorem 8.5 in [15] and the footnote at the beginning of Section 3.2). As a conse-
quence, H(C1m; F)=H(B
N; ). Since the entropy of any one-sided full shift is the
logarithm of the number of its predecessors and topological conjugations preserve
the number of predecessors, we conclude that H(C1m; F) is equal to the logarithm
of the number of the predecessors of F .
Note that for non-expansive CA (C1m; F) the logarithm of the number of the prede-
cessors of F is not related to its topological entropy. As an example the logarithm of
the number of predecessors of the shift CA is zero while its entropy is equal to logm.
5. Conclusions
This paper contains three main results:
• a formula for the Lyapunov exponents of linear CA (Theorem 1);
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• a formula for the entropy of linear CA (Theorems 2 and 3);
• an algorithm for computing the entropy of positively expansive CA (Theorems 5
and 6).
The above results are a =rst step in the direction of understanding for which classes
of CA Lyapunov exponents and topological entropy are computable. We are currently
investigating the (un)decidability of topological properties such as (positive) expansiv-
ity, sensitivity, equicontinuity, and transitivity for general CA. In view of Theorem 3,
an interesting open question is whether there exists a D-dimensional CA with D¿2
with =nite non-zero topological entropy.
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